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Steps followed by sector in designing incentive
Programme analysis done by DEAT/ EPWP in Jan/ Feb 2009
Working group constituted to design an incentive – decision to start with 
national programmes
Initiated discussions on how sector programmes work (how they are 

d d li d d f d d)managed, delivered and funded) 
Documented how sector programmes work
Discussions on the key observations from programme information and 
the implications for the incentive designthe implications for the incentive design
Decided on an incentive design/ concept and undertook test modelling
Initiated a process to approve the incentive design/ concept with key 
t k h ldstakeholders

Constituted a technical task team to document the sector’s proposed 
incentive design/ concept and undertake modelling
Introduce the incentive into the political and funding arenaIntroduce the incentive into the political and funding arena 

Note: Started with national programmes because they are in the majority, EPWP enviro & 
culture programmes not in all provinces; need to still explore these



Programme info explored to design wage incentive
• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:

– Institutional Arrangements (Accountability and governance)– Institutional Arrangements (Accountability and governance)
• Which sphere has the mandate for the programme/service? 
• What are the accountability arrangements and governance structures?
• Who implements the programme and through what type of arrangement?  

P M t d M it i– Programme Management and Monitoring
• How is the programme managed?  How are implementers managed? How are projects 

determined/ evaluated? 
• What system captures  and reports project management information – what typical information is 

collected on project deli er ?collected on project delivery? 
• Detailed the reporting chain and procedures; payment procedures; audit procedures and 

requirements.
– Funding Arrangements  

• Classification of the programme budget and who makes budget allocation decisions? What is the 
programme’s funding sources? What is the budget over the MTEF? 

• How are programme budgets determined? What factors are taken into consideration? What 
formula/ weightings are used? How are project budgets determined? 
What is the spatial spread of the b dget? Ho is the di ision to other spheres of go t decided?• What is the spatial spread of the budget? How is the division to other spheres of govt decided? 
What factors are taken into consideration? What formula/ weightings are used?

– Overall Project details: No. of projects; average project budget; average no. of WO 
& FTEs; average duration of WO; beneficiary profiles; average wage rates; 
demand & potential for expansiondemand & potential for expansion. 



What did we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive?

Gives a sense of where decisions are

• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:
– Accountability and governance

• Who holds the mandate for the service? 

Gives a sense of where decisions are 
made and where agreements need to 
be reached 

• What are the accountability arrangements and governance structures?

• Key Observations
1 With the exception of LandCare programme mandate lies solely with national1. With the exception of LandCare, programme mandate lies solely with national, 

most programmes are managed by a CD within dept 
– Means no base legislation defining programme rules
– There is however a division of responsibilities  ito planning, managing, M&E

WfW & W F h i l i i & E i i l i L dC– WfW & WoF have an implementation committee & Exco overseeing implementation; LandCare
has ITCAL-LETSEMA, IIC has task team for project evaluation, SRP has advisory committee 
engaging LG & deciding on beneficiaries

– LandCare the exception (concurrent function) - Require clarity on the provincial structures 
When we implement incentive requirements may need an external national body for broad– When we implement incentive requirements, may need an external national body for broad 
EPWP political oversight and governance (distinguish btw role of EPWP unit) and there 
needs to be more explicit conditions specified in incentive legislation.



What did we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive?

Cl it h ’ h t i ti Gives a sense of what is delegated• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:
– Accountability and governance

• Who holds the mandate for the service? 
• What are the accountability arrangements and governance structures?

Gives a sense of what is delegated, 
what is contractually agreed, where 
decisions are made and what is 
important for agreements

What are the accountability arrangements and governance structures?

• Key Observations
2.   While mandate lies with national, implementation on the ground takes place through a 

variety of implementing arrangements
– WfW – implementing agents are govt agencies; WoF – 1 national service provider; IIC – no IA 

work direct with project man; LandCare – prov; SRP - IAs
– Would require that:

• EPWP is mainstreamed in all contractual agreements (MUST HAVE LEGAL STATUS)
with IAs – particularly the definition of EPWP work, (new /TBD) EPWP minimum and 
maximum incentive wage, any other EPWP criteria (eg. Demographic %’s). SRP an 
example?
P j t i f ti th d b IA d ti ld h t b t d di d t• Project information gathered by IAs and reporting would have to be standardised to 
meet EPWP requirements for disbursement

– Suggests National DPW to National Sector Dept agreement, except LandCare where the 
recipient is provincial govt, suggesting there would have to be a provincial agreement



What did we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive?

Cl it h ’ h t i ti• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:
– Accountability and governance

• Who holds the mandate for the service? 
• What are the accountability arrangements and governance structures?

Gives a sense of where decisions are 
made and where agreements need to 
be reached 

What are the accountability arrangements and governance structures?

• Key Observations
3.   For LandCare only, accountability in legislation suggests that provinces would be the 

party eligible for the incentive & not the national department
– Suggest LandCare follows similar structure to the current incentive grant however these is 

a need for an immediate and equivalent provincial programme analysis to commence by 
Agriculture to facilitate this

– Need to explore the implications (if any) of whether another national dept would have any 
authority over an entity of another national department or section 21 company How would 
indicative allocations be made? Could limit incentive to programme by national implemented 
by entities through IA agreements or, channel incentive through national dept, But, we have to be 
aware that changes to all transfers require Treasury approvalaware that changes to all transfers require Treasury approval

IN TERMS OF ACCOUNTABILITY, IMPLICATIONS ARE:
(1) CONSIDER A LEGISLATED MECHANISM TO BUILD CRITERIA & CERTAINTY 

INTO THE PROCESS AND TO BE ABLE TO HOLD OTHER BODIES 
ACCOUNTABLE

(2) CONSIDER A NATIONAL OVERSIGHT BODY
(3) MAINSTREAM EPWP INCENTIVE CRITERIA 



What did we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive?

• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:• Clarity on each programme s characteristics:
– Programme management

• How is the programme managed? 
• How are projects determined/ evaluated?

Gives a sense of how project funding is 
determined ; how it is spread; what it aims at; 
what it is measured against. This assists in 
assessing differences btw programmes and 

• Key Observations
4. SRP & LandCare have clearly set out criteria and formula for evaluating projects as well as 

f di th j t th h l l t t i iti th t h ld b

g p g
existing incentive requirements.

funding these projects, other progs have clearly set out priorities that should be 
contributed to and have a means of assessing applications against this

5. IIC, WoF to some extent SRP do not geographically target
6. Most prog have project allocations based on needp g p j

– Could mean that desired EPWP outcomes could be introduced into formula where these do not 
exist (poverty alignment, for eg.) – would have to be specified in incentive requirements

– The stipulation of a wages at a % project costs as a criteria begs the questions – how do we 
increase labour intensity beyond this? Suggests that determining an FTE factor across these 
progs and expecting the progs to deliver above that will be difficult – unless there is room to re-
design for increased labour intensity? Also suggests that determining ‘eligibility’ for a subset 
under a prog (region, province, category of prog) will not make sense. The basis of this approach is 
for an incentive to make bodies use existing monies more labour intensively – cannot require 
projects to re-allocate material funding to wages within a project proposalprojects to re allocate material funding to wages within a project proposal.



What dis we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive? Gives a sense of how similar or different 

the current programme management 

• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:
– Programme management

• What system captures  and reports project management information – what typical 
information is collected on project delivery? What are the reporting procedures/ chain?

arrangements are to the conditions and 
requirements of the incentive

information is collected on project delivery? What are the reporting procedures/ chain? 
• What are the payment procedures? What are the audit procedures? 

• Key Observations
7. SRP, IIC & LandCare seem to have extensive planning systems as well as 

implementation monitoring systems, WoF is only looking at a monitoring system now. But 
all progs have the typical data required in some form.

8 Different reporting requirements and timelines across all programmes suggests8. Different reporting requirements and timelines across all programmes, suggests 
these would have to be standardised 

9. Programmes have some type of prog audit – regulatory, health & safety, financial, 
etc. None seem to audit beneficiary information – this would be a new requirement. 

IN TERMS OF PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS AREIN TERMS OF PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT, IMPLICATIONS ARE:
(1) REPORTING AND AUDIT REQUIREMENTS WOULD HAVE TO BE STANDARDISED IN THE SECTOR
(2) INCENTIVE BASIS IN INFRASTRUCTURE NOT IDEAL FOR SECTOR– TO INCENTIVE JOB EXPANSION, 
PROJECTS WILL FIND INCREASING FTEs/Rm DIFFICULT (UNLESS PAY LESS), AS THEY ARE ALREADY 
APPLYING EPWP PRINCIPLES TO BUDGET.
WOULD NEED TO REDESIGN OTHER DEPT PROG TO CONTRIBUTE TO EPWP AND/OR SIMPLY START TOWOULD NEED TO REDESIGN OTHER DEPT PROG TO CONTRIBUTE TO EPWP AND/OR SIMPLY START TO
ALLOCATE MORE MONEY TO PROG MEETING TARGETS TO EXPAND AND/OR SHIFT PROJECT FUNDING
STRATEGIES



What did we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive?

• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:
– Funding Arrangements

• What is the classification of the programme budget?
• Who makes budget allocation decisions? Are there specific appropriation conditions?

• Key Observations
Gives a sense of  how the budget is managed

Key Observations
10. SRP, IIC & LandCare have exclusive appropriations, WoF and WfW budgets only 

ringfenced in MTEF allocation letter, but cannot find anywhere in legislation. 
11.  Only LandCare has regulated conditions and transparent set distribution.

– Means a change in circumstance could change conditions, rules, focus and distribution of funding 
on other programmes 

– Suggests flexibility also in spatial distribution 
– An incentive aimed at a prog, requires that allocations are earmarked to track funding use; and 

d t id li t t th l dneed to consider alignment to the unemployed.



What did we need to be clear on to design a wage 
incentive?

Cl it h ’ h t i ti• Clarity on each programme’s characteristics:
– Funding Arrangements

• How are programme budgets determined? What factors are taken into consideration? What 
formula/ weightings are used?g g

• What is the spatial spread of the budget? How is the division to other spheres of govt 
decided? What factors are taken into consideration? What formula/ weightings are used?

Gives a sense of  how the budget is managed and what the key funding imperatives are / 
basis – and how the principles of EPWP can be built in (performance above a threshold, rural

• Key Observations
12. Only SRP & LandCare has clearly set out funding formula and transparent set 

distribution. Other prog have an element of need built into their consideration for 
f di j t b t t il l l t t f l

basis  and how the principles of EPWP can be built in (performance above a threshold, rural 
bias, aligned with unemployed share and poverty nodes)

funding projects, but not necessarily a clearly set out formula
– Means a change in circumstance could change conditions, rules, focus and distribution of funding 

on other programmes
– Suggests flexibility also in spatial distribution Looking at prog data, all programme allocations 

ifi ll di i i t i t KZN & G t h th t t l d h ispecifically discriminate against KZN & Gauteng where the greatest unemployed share is 
– may mean incentive formula should specifically adjust for this?

– An incentive needs to consider alignment to the unemployed, poverty, rural bias?

IN TERMS OF FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS, IMPLICATIONS ARE:
(1) THE FORMULA OF THE INCENTIVE MAY NEED TO ADJUST THE(1) THE FORMULA OF THE INCENTIVE MAY NEED TO ADJUST THE 
ALLOCATION DIVISION IN LINE WITH UNEMPLOYED SPREAD AND 
POVERTY DATA
(2) REQUIRE ALL PROGRAMME ALLOCATIONS TO BE EARMARKED



What does this mean for the form of the 
Incentive?

Incentive should be a combination of a planning and performance based allocation  -
annual allocation based on past performance - % upfront guaranteed (planning based)annual allocation based on past performance % upfront guaranteed (planning based), 

subsequent tranches based on effective utilisation and in-year progress

Incentive allocated can earmark a portion for expanding existing prog and 
allow a maximum % for new dept prog’s (year 2?)

Should be a legislated mechanism with rules, 
requirements and conditions clearly set out

I ti ll ti b ild i ‘ dj t tIncentive allocation can build in an ‘adjustment 
factor’ for unemployed/ poverty share or spatial 

spread into formula

Monitoring approach 2 pronged: 
d id i i f &decide incentive for next year & 

adjust in year



Key Elements of the Incentive Design/ Concept 
and its Implications

I ti b th l i d f b d Wh t d thi• Incentive both planning and performance based – What does this 
mean?

– Firstly, means that there should be a planning process before beg of year that 
determines a job creation target and what allocation should be provided to that publicdetermines a job creation target and what allocation should be provided to that public 
body/prog the next year for expansion

– Once the base allocation is determined, only a % will be provided upfront (planning 
based portion)
S dl l i t ll th l d d t t ti f th l f– Secondly, a planning process must allow the leads depts to satisfy themselves of 
sectors plans (can meet targets, all prog have built in EPWP criteria and key KPIs, 
etc) given that a substantial % will be planning based

– Thirdly, means that the use of this allocation and the overall budget to meet set 
EPWP KPIs will need to be monitored carefully and that performance will directly 
determine the % of the remainder of the tranch the public body can receive

• Similar to the current conditional grant system (schedule 5 specific 
purpose grants) except that a more strict approach would be applied inpurpose grants) except that a more strict approach would be applied in-
year directly related to the % of performance

– Can borrow from Schedule 5 of DORA



Key Elements of the Incentive Design/ Concept 
and its Implications

• Plans would need some formal oversight (led by DPW & sector lead) –
new structure to be introduced/ existing structure?

• Incentive aimed at both the prog & the public body in stipulated % of 
use

– Incentivise the prog to expand the number of projects/ the number of beneficiaries or 
shift project funding strategies
Incentivise the dept to redesign other departmental prog to contribute to EPWP– Incentivise the dept to redesign other departmental prog to contribute to EPWP 
(could introduce only in year 2)

• Require that programme budgets be clearly earmarked
• Evaluate prog performance in terms of key EPWP KPIs & EPWP plan• Evaluate prog performance in terms of key EPWP KPIs & EPWP plan

– Targets will be based on a variety of EPWP KPIs (No. of WO, No. of FTEs, wages as 
% of project cost; duration of WO, beneficiary targets ito women, youth & disabled) 

– These would be expected to be articulated in every prog plan 

• Adjusted Estimates should provide the opportunity to adjust the annual 
allocation depending on progress against targets.



Key Elements of the Incentive Design/ Concept 
and its Implications

• Incentive must have a legislated form with clear and binding rules• Incentive must have a legislated form with clear and binding rules, 
conditions and explicit criteria and sets out the planning process and 
monitoring process

– Would need to (for the first time) set out a planning process with guidelines andWould need to (for the first time) set out a planning process with guidelines and 
timelines

– Would need to (for the first time) set out incentive use (given this is partly a 
planning based allocation) 
W ld d t it i t b i l– Would need to monitor progress against business plan

– In all of this, there would need to be a clearly distinction between the roles and 
responsibilities of the sector lead and DPW EPWP

• Must have standardised reporting & audit requirements and built inMust have standardised reporting & audit requirements and built in 
compliance mechanisms

– Would need to be a decision on what MIS system is to be used and who owns and 
manages the reporting system (DPW or sector lead) 

– Would have to identify data gaps to inform changes to the preferred MIS system

• EPWP principles, rules and requirements must be mainstreamed in IA 
contractual agreements



Environment & Culture sector incentive model

• Enviro sector fiscal incentive v2 2009-02-Enviro sector fiscal incentive v2 2009 02
22 WORD1.xls



Incentive Design/ Concept in Test Model
• Set specific weighted targets for the sector p g g

KPIs Target Weighting
FTE Sphere Targeting 

Exercise
30%

Job/Work Opportunities/Beneficiaries 15%
Wage as % of Total Expenditure 30% 25%
Duration of Work 100 days 18%
Women 55% 5%
Youth 40% 5%

Wh t thi i th t

Youth 40% 5%
Disabled 2% 2%
Total 100%

• What this means is that:
– There will be a planned target setting process: Cabinet approved that the 

responsibility for setting work opportunity and FTE targets lie with DPW (sphere 
targeting exercise)g g )

– An objective way used to share sector & sphere targets among the prog/ depts –
model uses budget shares

– Sector has decided on additional KPIs (see above table)



Incentive Design/ Concept in Test Model
• What this means is that:

– In determining the optimum duration of work, taken the poverty line (projected at 
$2 a day for 365 days in the year – determined what an individual must earn in 
a year for impact on poverty); then take the minimum wage that they earn a day 
against the above amount to determine the minimum duration

– Use the average of this across the programmes as the target for duration of work 
opportunities – this is 100 days

• Set a base allocation for the year – the cost of the FTE target 
(R50 /d 230 d t t d f FTE )(R50p/day x 230 days x targeted no. of FTEs)

• A% is provided upfront as a planning based allocation to specifically 
kick start programme expansion

H i thi % d t i d? L k d t t f (FTE ) d th %– How is this % determined? Looked at past performance (FTEs) and the % 
increase in performance needed to reach annual target – used this % as upfront 
planning based allocation. Upfront % to be paid 30 April.

– Remainder of the base allocation is divided into 3 remaining quarters to be paid 
30 July, 30 Oct, 30 Jan based solely on performance scores.

• In-year performance assessed against all weighted KPIs and 
determined as a %



Incentive Design/ Concept in Test Model
• Upon meeting targets (partially fully exceeding) a % performanceUpon meeting targets (partially, fully, exceeding), a % performance 

score is determined which will be applied to the remaining % of the 
base allocation allocated for the quarter

• What this means is that:What this means is that:
– KPIs must be applicable and relevant across the sector 
– All KPIs must be monitored and reported against
– We would define the EPWP wage bracket of the persons to be counted
– Technically, the sector could be rewarded for every job (in the wage bracket 

stipulated only) created but not necessarily on a 1:1 basis because performance 
would be assessed using various parameters



Few outstanding implementation issues still to be 
determined

• Need to state the planning process
• Need to decide on the governance structure
• Consider the role of the sector lead & DPW
• Define the legislative mechanism, rules and conditions
• Could either build in poverty/ geographic targeting in project p y g g p g g p j

funding criteria or in the incentive (vary the amount paid for work). 



Key Issues to be tabled in considering provincial 
Environment & Culture programmes

• Consider LandCare for a different incentive form given that 
– Its incentive will be for receipt of provinces
– Would have to go through DORA
– It may be the test for how we deal with other provincial Environment & Culture 

programmes
– Is the current incentive grant the perfect form?

N d t id h t t k th di i f E i t &• Need to consider how to take the discussion of an Environment & 
Culture sector incentive forward in provinces

– Need to know what EPWP programmes are currently reporting in
– What potential exists to replicate in other provinces– What potential exists to replicate in other provinces
– Bear in mind as the incentive is being designed for national Environment & Culture 

programmes; what will the implications be for provinces when they are ready for 
inclusion?

– When will it make sense to include the provinces, given the legislative requirements?
– Consider the role of the provincial sector lead & provincial Public Works.



Discussion.



Categorisation of PE programmes
Public Employment ProgrammesState funded  or co‐ Non‐State managed and fully Public Employment Programmes

Project Based Public 
Works Programmes
Characteristics:
•Low‐Medium Skill levels

Non‐State and Community Works Programmes
Characteristics:
•Low Skill
•Long term and or Part time duration (regular

funded through service 
delivery budgets

or partially funded by State)

Longer Term Public Employment programmes
Characteristics:
•Medium to High Skill Levels
•Longer Duration of Employment

State managed/ 

Low Medium Skill levels
•Training, as and when 
required by work
•Project based 
employment
•Delivery of basic public 
services/ infrastructure
•Low to medium labour

•Long term and or Part‐time duration (regular 
predictable work)
•Training as and when required by work
•Socially useful work identified and managed by 
communities or non‐profit sector
•Highly labour intensive programmes exceeding 
50%

g p y
•Longer Term Training
•Delivery of public services  prioritised by government to 
defined standards
•Medium to high labour intensities (40 to 60%) depending 
on the type of services being provided

Non‐ State managed/ 
delivered •Low to medium labour 

intensities (15 to 35%)

Existing:
•Early Childhood 
Development
•Home Based Community 
Care

Existing:
•Municipal Infrastructure 
Projects
•Provincial Infrastructure

Existing:
•Community Works 
Programme being 
piloted

Existing:
•Wide range of 
programmes to be 
investigated and 
d d

Existing:
•Existing HCC, ECD and 
OVC programmes not 
funded or managed 
through the state

delivered

•Working on Fire
•Zibambele
New:
•School Care Takers
•Sports Coaches
•VCT  etc.

Provincial Infrastructure 
Projects
•Working for Water
•Working for Wetlands
•Working for the Coast
•Soil Erosion
•Greening

documented in more 
detail
New:
•Testing of funding 
mechanisms to expand 
some good existing 
programmes

New:
Testing of funding 
mechanisms to expand 
some good existing 
programmes

Employment Conditions:

Employment Conditions:
•No appropriate 
employment framework 
currently exists and need 
to be developed and 
agreed upon

Employment Conditions:
•SPWP framework  is 
appropriate, but 
reviewing some elements 
would be helpful

Employment Conditions:
•SPWP appropriate except for limitation on 
duration of employment
•Employment only allowed by not for profit 
organisations

•No appropriate 
framework exists.  Lots of 
volunteerism and informal 
type of employment. 
Apprpriate minimum 
standards to be put in 
place

Planning based 
allocation?

Subsidy based wage 
incentive?

Grants to non‐state bodies managed 
through accredited intermediaries

Performance adjusted 
allocations?


